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UNCO Lunar Fragmental Regolith Breccia
Item condition: --
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This full-stone remnant, a 157 gram "Provisional" Lunar Fragmental IMB is a cone-shaped meteorite, with secondary fusion crust.  With the smooth, fluted &
rounded "entry" edges, it would be a shame to cut or slice this specimen, so we haven't, and nor should you.
   But if you were to slice and polish a small segment of this specimen, you would find lots of olivine, pyroxenes and Ca-Aluminum metal throughout. 
Considering the amount of olivine neosilicates, it is obviously from the far side of the lunar surface; somewhere near "Olivine Hill," or so we suspect.  It is
magnetic and it does have a nice draw!  Not the draw of a Martian meteorite, but it is acceptable.
   This Lunar meteorite will make a tremendous center piece for your celestial meteorite collection, or as an eventual resale item.  At $1500.00 per gram, you
are likely to make a tremendous profit with its resale, once this piece receives its final classification, if not before!  As always, this Uncompahgre Meteorite,
from the Uncompahgre Lunar strewn field of Western Colorado, comes with a "Certificate of Authenticity & Provisional Certification." 
   This meteorite is among the first Lunar meteorites to be be discovered on the North American Continent.  How odd is this, that no Lunar meteorites have
landed, or have been discovered in North America after millions of years!?   Yet, this discovery challenges what the leading lunar meteorite experts from
America's finest "publicly funded" institutions have been saying about Lunar meteorites...."It is scientifically improbable & unlikely, that any discovery of Lunar
meteorites will be found in North America"...except by an expert!!  But, it's Ok! if Lunar meteorites are found in Northwest Africa, Australia, or even better in
Antarctica!  Go figure!  The Universe must be really picky on where it sends its meteorites and who should find them!
    Your "historic" purchase will be shipped with the greatest of care and insured for the purchase price, or the "Fair Market Value," whichever is higher. 
UNCO Meteorites guarantees your satisfaction 100%, or your money will be graciously returned.
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